
The Zinc-Tech™ Advantage 
Conveyor Rolls 

Fact:  You Set The Coating Weight and Level of Protection 

Conveyor rolls are yet another product that benefits 
from the many advantages of the Zinc-Tech™ processes 
unique product characteristics. From precise  
dimensional tolerance to an abrasion resistant, fully 
fused galvanized exterior, the benefits are significant. 
Below we summarize some advantages of this highly 
economical and profitable end use product. 
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To learn even more about the benefits associated with our process please visit our website, or 
contact us via email at sales@superior-tech.net. 

Fact:  Precise Product Dimensions 

Zinc-Tech™ inline galvanized products maintain precise dimensional specifications. 

Benefit: This feature will ensure that internal dimensions are accurate for bearing fit and you will not  
experience trouble from excessive circumferential run-out.        

Fact:  A Fully Fused Galvanized Exterior  

The Zinc-Tech™ process applies zinc after the tube has been welded. This means a fully protected exterior. 

Benefit: Unlike products manufactured from pre-galvanized strip, the total exterior is completely protected 
with zinc. During use, the exterior of our products will far outperform the metallized seam of pre-galvanized 
products. Your products will not fail from weld line metallization wearing off and subsequently rusting. All in 
all, you will have a much better product with a long service life.    

Fact:  More Impact Resistance and Higher Load Capacity 

Zinc-Tech™ products due to their increased strength are more resistant to damage from impact or high loads. 

Benefit: Conveyor rolls need to resist impact or damage from higher than expected loads. Your products will 
exhibit exceptional strength and have increased load ratings when compared to standard galvanized products.   

The Zinc-Tech™ process enable you to control the coating thickness and level of corrosion protection.  

Benefit: As you have the ability to control zinc coating thickness, you can control zinc coating costs. This 
control enables you to provide an economic advantage making and providing exceptional value to your  
end users. No longer will you be limited by your steel vendors standard specifications for coating weight. 
Additionally, there is no need to have the interior surface galvanized resulting in even more savings.   

Galvanized using the Zinc-Tech™ process 

Passivation coating Optional clear or pigmented coating 

Hi Strength tube 

Specially formulated 
interior coating if  

required 


